Le sport, outil d'émancipation des filles et des femmes à travers le monde = Sport as a means of empowering women and girls all over the world / Marie-Cécile Naves

Naves, Marie-Cécile | Think Tank Sport et Citoyenneté

Sport et citoyenneté. Angers - 2019

Travail de réflexion sur l'émancipation de la femme lors du colloque "Femmes et sport: à quand l'égalité ?" organisé par le Think Thank Sport et Citoyenneté à Paris le 18 décembre 2017.
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Gender equality in sport : getting closer every day / Ivana Katsarova

Katsarova, Ivana | European Parliamentary Research Service

European Parliamentary Research Service. Luxembourg - 2019

This briefing analyses the following aspects of gender equality in sport: Women's (long) road to the Olympics, women in sports-related decision making, women as coaches, gender pay inequalities, gender-related stereotypes in media...
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Women's sports : what everyone needs to know / Jaime Schultz

Schultz, Jaime

Oxford University Press. New York - 2018

Although girls and women account for approximately 40 percent of all athletes in the United States, they receive only 4 percent of the total sport media coverage. SportsCenter, ESPN's flagship program, dedicates less than 2 percen...
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Female Olympian and Paralympian events : analyses, backgrounds, and timelines / Linda K. Fuller

Fuller, Linda K

Palgrave Macmillan. London - 2018

"Female Olympian and Paralympian events" is a groundbreaking book that examines women's sports in the Olympic and Paralympic Games, which have long been underappreciated and under-analyzed. The book begins with a brief background ...
Gender diversity in European sport governance / ed. by Agnès Elling... [et al.]
Elling, Agnès
Routledge. London - 2019
Gender equality is one of the founding democratic principles of the EU. However, recent studies of the Federation of Olympic sports in Europe have shown that women occupy only fourteen percent of decision-making positions in sport...

Women in sport leadership : research and practice for change / ed. by Laura J. Burton... [et al.]
Leberman, Sarah. Author.
Routledge. London - 2017
Although women and girls participate in sport in greater numbers than ever before, research shows there has been no significant increase in women leading sport organizations. This book takes an international, evidence-based perspe...
Olympism and the Olympic charter: the potential for women / Simone Pearce

Pearce, Simone

2017

The involvement of women in and around the Olympic Games has been the subject of much conjecture. The International Olympic Committee (IOC) has over many years, undertaken significant efforts to advance the position of women in an...

Gender equality in the Olympic Movement: not a simple question, not a simple answer / Alexandra Avena Koenigsberger

Koenigsberger, Alexandra Avena

2017

This article explores the strategies followed by the International Olympic Committee for the achievement of gender equality. It is argued that this international body can go beyond simply adopting an equality of opportunities appr...

Female Olympians: a mediated socio-cultural and political-economic timeline / Linda K. Fuller

Fuller, Linda K

Palgrave Macmillan. Basingstoke - 2016

This book examines women's participation in the Olympic Games since they were allowed to be included in that global arena. Using a holistic, social scientific approach, and emphasizing the rhetoric of sport mediatization, "Female ...
“Women and sport: continuing a journey of liberation and celebration” focuses on women winning access to the playing field as well as the front office in sport. Readers will gain an understanding of how women have been involved in...
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This multidisciplinary book draws on sociology, cultural studies, anthropology and history, to explore the diversity, challenges and achievements of Latin American women in sport. It offers an in-depth analysis of women's sport in...
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Acclaimed since its original publication, "Coming on Strong" has become a much-cited touchstone in scholarship on women and sports. In this new edition, Susan K. Cahn updates her detailed history of women's sport and the struggles...
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This report continues the project started with the publication of “The London 2012 Olympics: a gender equality audit), to assess “what's left to do to achieve gender equality at the Olympics?”. The focus is on the basics of the Ol...
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From Brighton to Helsinki: women and sport progress report / Kari Fasting... [et al.]; IWG
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The International Working Group on Women and Sports developed this report to determine the progress made for women and sports throughout the world based on the signatories to the Brighton Declaration. This report summarizes the ty...
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Gender and sport: changes and challenges / Gertrud Pfister... [et al.]
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This volume covers current issues, cutting-edge debates and new knowledge on women and sport. The range of topics extends from female coaches and women in sport to sexual harassment, from snowboarders to schoolgirls, and from physic...
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The London 2012 Olympics: a gender equality audit / Peter Donnelly, Michele K. Donnelly
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Centre for Sport Policy Studies. Toronto - 2013

This gender audit permits a comparison between the 26 sports / 36 competitions and 3025 events at the London 2012 Summer Olympics. It enables the authors to identify all of the remaining differences between men's and women's Summe...
Handbook on the economics of women in sports / Eva Marikova Leeds... [et al.]
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Edward Elgar. Cheltenham - 2013

Women's sports have received much less attention from economists than from other social scientists. This handbook fills that gap with a comprehensive economic analysis of women's sports. It also analyzes how the behavior and treat...
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This book examines how women athletes were represented in international media coverage during the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens. Through feminist theorising and qualitative textual analysis, the contributions examine the type of me...
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